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PREAMBLE
Further to its preliminary public reactions at
MCESD, the Malta Chamber of Commerce,
Enterprise and Industry has a number of key
recommendations which in our opinion are the
factors effecting competitiveness in our
economy at present. The Chamber is drafting
this document within a scenario in which it is
actively finalising an updated economic vision
post-2020 which will ultimately follow the
original vision the organisation had drafted for
the years 2014-2020. The Chamber’s new
Economic Vision will be a milestone document,
titled ‘Smart Sustainable Island – Malta 2020
and Beyond’.
The key thrust of this document is that the
country’s economy is at a cross road and there
is a need to find the right balance between
economic development and an improved
quality of life.
The Malta Chamber is also presenting its 2020
pre-budget recommendations within a
scenario of a buoyant economy experiencing
unprecedented growth rates, consecutive
fiscal surpluses and full employment. Malta’s
economy grew by 6.7% in 2018, making it the
fifth year in a row in which real GDP has grown
by over 5% with forecasts showing that it will
retain this growth trajectory over this year and
2020.
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Forecasts appear to point towards relatively
lower rates of economic growth in the years to
come. The lower expansion rates could be
caused by higher rates of inflation which in turn
could be explained by wage pressures
brought about by the situation of acute labour
shortages experienced for the past years. This
situation - along with all other factors that
contribute to national competitiveness must be
given due attention in order to safeguard the
buoyant rates of growth which our economic
operators have become accustomed to in
recent years.
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PROPOSALS

1. Increased
Labour Costs are
impacting
Businesses’
competitiveness
The continuous extension of leave allowances,
increased labour mobility, shortage of labour in
terms of skills but also in terms of numbers,
increase in public sector employment,
increased rental and living costs in Malta
amongst others, are all having a negative
impact on increased labour costs. As
suggested above, these are directly impacting
businesses’ competitiveness, especially those
sectors which are competing on the
international market. Increased labour costs
have by far become the number one
challenge for most businesses operating in
Malta.
It is also important to note that recently both
HICP and RPI indices are showing an increase
in inflation rates at a time when growth rates
are stabilising at around 5%. The Chamber
further expects that inflation rates will increase
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in the forthcoming months with staple products
such as Fuel and Milk increasing drastically. This
will obviously have an impact on the Cost of
Living Adjustment (COLA) rate for 2020 which
will be passed onto Employers. With inflationary
pressures on the increase and with wage
demands ever on the increase, because of the
afore mentioned issues, whilst productivity
remaining stable, the Chamber argues that a
concerted effort needs to be made to address
this matter.

The Chamber therefore makes the following
recommendations:

RECOMMENDATIONS
Long-Term approach
1) The Chamber recommends to carry out a
thorough analysis of wage inflation vis-a-vis
productivity. The latter is unfortunately still
lacking in terms of data. NSO, EPD and the
newly formed Productivity Forum within MCESD
should come up with proper indices to
estimate sectoral productivity in the country.
2) A forward- looking educational system
which starts preparing our students for the jobs
of tomorrow, which will become less labour
intensive and more technology oriented. The
Private sector should be directly involved by
assisting in:
a) Work based learning opportunities for
students and teachers;
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b) Economic Development Sessions for
guidance teachers/advisors;
c) Forecasting of skills by investing heavily
in new applications/ tools – whilst
expanding the budget for National
Skills Council in order for this entity to
properly forecast the sectorial skills;
d) Involvement of private sector in the
drafting of secondary and postsecondary curricula.
Others:
e) Education reform at primary and
secondary level which focuses on
developing soft (eg. creativity, critical
thinking and problem-solving skills) and
technical skills (eg data-driven thinking
and analysis) for the future. Examples
abroad such as Singapore and
Finland, although with a diametric
different educational approach,
already exist and could be partially
replicated in Malta;
f) Utilise the stipends system in order to
attract more students to certain
career paths which are needed by
certain segments of the economy.

Public Sector
3) The Chamber urgently calls on government
to conduct a manpower survey in order to
identify areas of over or under employment
across all public entities and departments.
4) Introduce fiscal incentives to employers who
engage public servants in shifting back to the
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private sector so as to mitigate the serious
labour shortages being faced across the
board.
Increase Maltese pool of labour
5) Extend free child care facilities to cater for
shift workers in order to attract additional
women, particularly low-skilled or unskilled
women, to the labour market.

6) Incentivise other local inactive cohorts of
society especially older women and NEETs
through fiscal incentives such a short tax
breaks in the first years of return to work.
Attracting Foreign Nationals (EU/TCNs) to Malta
7) Strengthen Identity Malta with more
resources to deal with increased volume of
permits. There could be potential for an online
system to be in place.
8) Extend Key Employment Initiative (KEI) to
people earning €20,000 to cater for skilled
technical labour.
9) Introduce a tracking system accessible to all
applicants to seek the status of their permit
application.
10) Organise a marketing campaign
promoting living and employment in Malta
targeted at selected EU markets which have a
surplus of skilled workers in view of high
unemployment rates. This would also reduce
the cost of recruitment as intermediary
agencies would not be needed.

11) Chamber recommends to hasten the
finalisation of agreements between Jobsplus
and other National Job agencies to bring over
a larger number of skilled workers from
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2. Alternative
Modes of
Transportation –
Shared Mobility
The Malta Chamber welcomed the drive to
start re-investing heavily in the country’s
ageing infrastructure. Besides labour shortages,
possibly the single largest issue straining
businesses and society at present is the
inefficiency of Malta’s transportation
infrastructure and the severe traffic congestion
at virtually all hours of the day. This congestion
is taking its toll on the cost-effectiveness of
many businesses’ operations that in some way
involve transportation of goods, people or
other resources.
The Chamber welcomes car-sharing/pooling
such as the first green car sharing system which
was launched towards the end of 2018 which
has so far yielded some initial positive results
with over 3000 users registered to the system.
The same applies to previous projects related
to bike and pedelec sharing which have also
been successful. The Chamber believes that
the services should be incentivised more to
make them more affordable for people to shift
into this mentality. The same applies to the first
ride-pooling service being launched in Malta.
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Abroad shared-mobility and collective
transport systems have attained very positive
results. The Chamber believes that similar
services should be offered to company
employees and commercial settings.
Therefore, the Chamber recommends that
Government increases and promote better the
fiscal incentive for businesses which offer
collective transportation to employees (which
currently stands at a tax deduction of 150%, up
to a maximum of €35,000). The maximum
amount of assistance to companies should be
increased to further and the assistance
expanded to cover SMEs and large enterprises
as well.

The Chamber further proposes that the fringe
benefit for car cash allowance is expanded to
the use collective and shared mobility. The
current system allows for the amount of the
cash allowance to be reduced by 50%,
provided that the reduction in any calendar
year cannot exceed €1,170.
The Chamber believes that the value in case
of shared or collective mobility should be
increased further in order to incentivise
employees to shift to these type of transport
systems rather than making use of their own
vehicle.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1) Increase and promote better the fiscal
incentive for businesses which offer collective
transportation to employees (which currently
stands at a tax deduction of 150%, up to a
maximum of €35,000) should be expanded
further to cover SMEs and larger enterprises.
2) Extend the existing car cash allowance to
collective and shared mobility systems used by
employees by offering more generous fringe
benefits.
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3. A Holistic
Reform in the
Rental market
The Malta Chamber is aware that the rent
reform is being tackled outside of the
parameters of the annual budget exercise. The
Chamber has already gone on record saying
that the latest proposed amendments which
are currently being discussed in Parliament
namely ‘The Residential Leases Act’ will fall
short of not only achieving its own objectives
but also of solving any of the issues being
faced in the accommodation market. The
Chamber has for a number of years argued
that the rent reform requires a holistic
approach one which tackled residential
commercial leases and leases which pre-date
the 1995 liberalisation of the rental market. The
Bill which is being discussed in parliament does
not begin to tackle these important issues
which as representatives of the business
community are affecting the livelihoods on our
members’ employees.
The Chamber reiterates its position that the
current bill is a piecemeal approach which will
not align the rental market to the needs of our
society and economy. With the proposed
legislation, rental rates may only be marginally
stabilised for a minority of longer-term tenants.
However, the impact of spiralling rental rates
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on the property market (and as a
consequence, the labour market) and the
ensuing illegalities of substandard shared
accommodation with all the undesirable
consequences on the surrounding residential
environment and the Maltese community at
large, will persist. The Chamber therefore
proposes that this law goes back to the
drawing board and be broadened in scope
and refined in concept to really constitute a
much-needed reform of the rental market.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Chamber recommends that the Private
Residential Leases bill is withdrawn from
parliamentary debate and broadened in
scope (by including commercial and pre-1995
leases) and refined in concept to really
constitute a much-needed reform of the rental
market.
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4. Restoring the
image and
reputation of the
Financial Services
sector
The Financial sector in Malta remains one of
the key pillars of our economy. Any negative
PR on the sector has immediate impacts on all
the other economic segments of the
economy. The Malta Chamber is currently
following with interest the unfolding of the
developments in connection with the leaked
Moneyval rating of Malta’s anti money
laundering measures, due to its direct impact
on the Financial Services sector, on which the
Maltese economy is so dependent.
The Chamber is aware that the information
above was made available through a draft
leaked document, and since it has no access
to the official report in question, a detailed
analysis cannot be made at this time.
However, based on the indications made
available thus far, the situation warrants some
points be made.
The Chamber argues that we simply cannot
afford any sort of damage to this important
sector, which could compromise its potential
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for future growth.
We are aware of the plan which the authorities
and stakeholders are putting in place to
address the situation in the referenced timewindow, and we commend these efforts.
Indeed, we must act with force and
determination. The Chamber therefore
recommends the immediate implementation
of the anti- money laundering and Combating
the Financing of Terrorism (AML/CFT) strategy
without further delays which should be
coupled with adequate human and financial
resources to make sure that tangible duediligence is being carried out by all Financial
operators
The Chamber further commends the
Government’s recent commitment to set-up a
Financial Crimes Agency as the prosecution
arm in terms of ‘white collared’ crimes. Our
organisation looks forward to further details of
this agency.
The Chamber is steadfast in its belief that our
country will emerge stronger from this
challenge which will be overcome like all other
previous challenges we have faced. As it has
done numerous times before, the Chamber
once again offers its full support to the
authorities for the benefit of its members and of
the Maltese economy.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Chamber recommends the immediate
tangible implementation of the anti- money
laundering and Combating the Financing of
Terrorism (AML/CFT) strategy without further
delays which should be coupled with
adequate human and financial resources to
make sure that due diligence is being carried
out by all Financial operators.
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5. Elevating the
Maltese
construction and
development sector
whilst respecting
Third parties and the
Environment
The Construction and development segment
employs thousands of workers and contributes
extensively to the economy both directly and
indirectly. With recent accidents on building
sites, the Malta Chamber of Commerce,
Enterprise and Industry had already gone on
record in the last months stating the need to
address forthwith the current situation in the
industry.
The Chamber’s view on the matter remains
unchanged, as it advocates a high-quality
economy where mediocrity and sub-standards
are replaced by a culture of excellence, and
where the current ‘good enough’ attitude is
replaced by ‘nothing but the best’.
A few months ago, the Chamber applauded
the launch of the voluntary Considerate
Construction Scheme aimed at raising
professional standards in the building industry.
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Following the recent accidents, the Chamber’s
calls on the authorities to oblige all contractors
to join the scheme. The Chamber expected
that the Scheme will be run by an
Independent Body that audits the industry in
an objective and coherent manner. Assigned
monitors will be able to educate and audit
Best Practices and Initiatives.
The expected code of ethics for the scheme
should be enshrined through a Code of
Considerate Practice which accounts for (i)
Care for the appearance, (ii) Respect the
community, (iii) Protection of the environment,
(iv) Security of everyone’s safety and (v) Value
of the workforce. The Chamber sincerely hopes
that the new Scheme will significantly reduce
abuse and equally increase respect while
monitoring practices on an Advisory level.
In October of 2018, the Chamber also
welcomed the publication of the white paper
to establish a new ‘Building and Construction
regulator.’ The Chamber welcomed the
reasoning behind the creation of this authority,
not least, as already noted, because our
organisation believes that the construction
and building industries are a crucial segment
of the economy which require one focal point
acting as a regulator to this industry.
It is clear that with any reform of these
proportions, concrete results will only be
achieved, first and foremost, if there is the will
from all stakeholders to change and most
importantly, to improve. The Chamber
advocates that the highest of standards in
design, engineering, management and
construction are advocated as the true
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objectives. Secondly, this reform cannot be just
a tick-the-box exercise but rather a holistic
review of our regulatory and practices
framework to truly modernise the industry and
change the current situation.
That is why the Chamber is once again calling
on the policy makers to hasten the process to
reform this sector once and for all. The
Chamber of Commerce is willing to contribute
to this process to ensure that this change truly
happens.
The Chamber therefore looks forward to an
overhaul of the building and construction
regulatory framework and establishment of a
new centralised authority for the sector in
October 2019 as stated recently by the Ministry
of Transport and Infrastructure.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The Chamber recommends to hasten the
process to:
1) Overhaul the current building and
construction regulatory framework to establish
one modern and clear body of laws;
2) Oblige all Building Contractors to join the
Considerate contractors’ scheme that is
audited by an independent body. In so doing
respect for third parties and the environment
are addressed ethically.
3) Setup the new Building and Construction
Authority with adequate budgets and
resources
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6. Research,
Development and
Innovation
Expenditure
needs to be
increased
Looking at the more long-term approach,
Malta is lagging behind in terms of research,
development and innovation. Whether you
look at the expenditure as a % of Gross
Domestic Product or the number of tertiary
and post-secondary graduates in STEM related
fields, Malta remains one of the laggards within
the European Union.
As indicated by the Peer Review of the
Maltese Research and Innovation (R&I) System
carried out by a European task force made up
of experts through the Policy Support Facility
(PSF), “Malta should establish a new Maltese
Research Fund for competitive funding of
basic and applied research, to be managed
by MCST”.
Further to this, the Fusion programme
managed by MCST requires an increase in
budget to fully attain the results.
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The Chamber therefore argues that in the
forthcoming budget, the R&D&I budget is
increased drastically for the country to attain
its Europe 2020 targets and beyond. Malta has
committed to attain a 2% GDP expenditure
with the latest figures showing a 0.55% of GDP
in terms of R&D expenditure. The Government
needs to take serious action in these terms as
was also proposed by the pool of experts in the
peer review. The private sector and the
Chamber are willing to collaborate on any
initiatives which would see us achieve this
target.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1) Chamber strongly recommends that Malta
establish a new Maltese Research Fund for
competitive funding of basic and applied
research, to be managed by MCST.
2) The Fusion programme managed by MCST
requires a serious and tangible increase in
budget to fully attain the results.
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CONCLUSION
The Chamber’s proposals do not stop at these
6 key factors impacting our economy’s
competitiveness. The Chamber also prepared
a more extensive document which was the
result of an internal consultation process in
which feedback was collected from internal
committees, working groups and individual
members.

Nevertheless, it has purposely kept its prebudget recommendations short and focused
in order to place special emphasis on the key
proposals the Chamber believes should be a
priority for the country in terms of economic
growth and quality of life. Proposals which, in
our opinion could have the highest impact at
this present juncture.

August 2019
_____________________________________________
The Malta Chamber of Commerce, Enterprise and Industry
The Exchange Buildings,
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